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01INTRODUCTION TO JACK AITKEN



Jack is one of the most talented young drivers in the World.

In his career to date, Jack has won three junior championships – the Formula

Renault Euro and Alps Series and the Pro Mazda Winter Series – and finished

as vice-champion in the 2017 GP3 series.

His speed, maturity and determination was recognised by senior personnel at

Williams Racing, which signed him up to be its Official Reserve Driver in 2020.

Jack demonstrated his expert handling of F1 machinery and his sim work and

feedback were crucial to Williams’ improved performances in 2020. Jack finished

the season by competing in the FIA Formula One Sakhir Grand Prix –

becoming the first driver of Korea heritage to take part in the world’s elite

motor racing series.
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Jack Aitken

Natural Talent – Multiple Championship
wins – F1 Excellence



Ut 

Despite fulfilling one ambition of competing in an FIA Formula One

Grand Prix, that is not enough for Jack; he wants a full-time race

seat!

His excellent work with Williams Racing as their Reserve Driver

meant Jack was retained him in the same role for 2021 and his focus

now turns to securing a place on the Formula One grid in 2022.

Jack carries the weight of an expectant, motor-sport loving nation on

his journey to the top.
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Jack Aitken

Korean trail blazer - The pathway to 
the top continues 



It is not just on the track where Jack excels. Educated at

Westminster School in central London, Jack earned 10 GCSEs

(all at the top A* grade) and 4 A-Levels whilst simultaneously

forging a career in one of the World’s most competitive

sports.

The son of a Korean mother and a Scottish father, Jack is

currently improving his Korean language skills, having already

mastered karate (he has a black belt, 2nd dan, and was one of

the youngest in the UK to achieve that distinction).

Jack impresses all he meets with his strong work ethic, which

complements his intelligence, mental strength and speed on

the track.

Personal Attributes
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Partnership Opportunities

02 PARTNERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

Jack Aitken is on the verge of becoming the first driver of Korean heritage to

participate in one of motorsport’s premier racing series and with no other Koreans

currently competing in elite level single-seater racing, Jack represents a

generational opportunity for companies to align with Korea’s latest trail-blazing

sportsman.

Jack is able to offer a range of high profile partnership opportunities, providing

companies with a unique chance to benefit from a close association with a

champion driver on his path to the very top of motorsport.

The following pages show examples of the types of opportunities we are able to

offer and we would be delighted to explore these opportunities with you.



Ut 

As a commercial proposition, Jack ticks many boxes; his

racing talent, natural charm, good looks and intelligence

make him an ideal brand ambassador for commercial

partners, while his mixed Korean and British heritage

can bring alive opportunities globally.

Jack has a strong social media following with a diverse

fan-base (see section A2, below). He also has strategic

partnerships with other online platforms which allows

him to harness a even bigger audience. His social

media content can be created to feature the products or

services of his commercial partners giving not only wide

exposure but the potential to drive direct sales.

Global Brand Ambassador
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Global Brand Ambassador

There is no “one size fits all” when it comes to commercial

partnerships and the exact nature and scope of any potential

collaboration with Jack is open for further discussions.

However, to give some idea of the elements that could form

part of an overall package:

Image Rights:

To activate brand ambassador opportunities, you would be

provided with images which can be used globally across all

media formats and would have the right to use Jack’s name,

image and reputation. Additional photo shoots can also be

arranged to capture Jack alongside your brand, products or key

personnel.
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Personal Appearances and Partner Events:

Jack is a natural and confident public speaker and can

be a forceful advocate for your brand(s) around the

World. He can appear at/in launch events, publicity

videos or television commercials.

At partner events, he can captivate audiences by

speaking about his journey in motorsport and provide

technical insights about the modern motor racing

technology. Immersive events such as karting days or

driving experiences where personal tuition could be

given by Jack himself.

Global Brand Ambassador



Company Branding
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Branding on Race Cars: We can procure prominent branding positions

on the race cars in which Jack competes.

As a Williams Racing’s reserve driver in 2021, this could include your logo

being added to the F1 car during official Free Practice Sessions on a Grand

Prix weekend. However, Jack is also competing for Emil Frey Racing in the

GT World Challenge, where he drives a Lamborghini Huracan GT3 Evo

and logos can be added to his car in that series as well.

Branding on Race suit: Similarly, we are able to offer prominent

branding locations on the race suit and sports wear worn by Jack when

competing and/or fulfilling his various media and commercial

commitments.
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Full immersion into the Racing Experience: Guests

can be given the opportunity to meet Jack, tour the

paddock and view the action from the best vantage

points.

Access to Pre-season, In-Season and Post-season

Testing: Enjoy and watch the teams from behind the

scenes.

VIP Access All Areas: Guests can enjoy exclusive

hosting experiences in private suites and enjoy the

entertainment surrounding the race events.

Driving Experiences: Guests can be given personal

tuition by Jack Aitken or we can help to arrange karting

days at which Jack can give pre-race driver briefings and

demonstrations.

Unique Experiences
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The Williams Racing Network and 

collaborations with Williams Advanced 

Engineering

Williams Racing views any commercial partnership with one

of their drivers as being about far more than simply offering

brand exposure.

There is a real commitment to mutual growth and Williams

has a proven track record of helping its partners extract

maximum value from their investment either through access

to its business networks or through working with its Business

Dynamics Team, by helping partners in any sector to identify

significant cost efficiencies or technological advances, the

value of which can often far exceed the cost of the

partnership/sponsorship package.
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We believe there is no better time than during a period of

global economic uncertainty for brands to achieve

maximum returns on strategic partnership investments.

Whilst others are cutting marketing budgets, those in

stronger industries can really stand out. With his Korean

heritage and the potential to progress very quickly to the

summit of World sport, Jack has a unique standing to help

deliver differentiation and value.

We hope to work constructively with you in relation to the

above propositions or any other options and ideas you may

wish to propose.

Next Steps
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Jack Aitken –Profile
Nationality: British/Korean  Home: London, UK

Date of Birth: 2 3 / 0 9 / 9 5

Race Teams: Williams Racing (F1 Reserve Driver) ; Emil Frey Racing (GT 

World Challenge)

Career Milestones
2021

While continuing in his Reserve Driver role with Williams Racing, Jack is further

developing his driving skills by competing in the GT World Challenge Europe with Emil

Frey Racing, behind the wheel of a Lamborghini Huracan GT3 Evo.

2020

Jack was recruited by Williams Racing to be its official Reserve Driver for the 2020 FIA

Formula One Championship. He continued to drive for Campos Racing in F2. Jack

made his F1 debut for Williams at the Sakhir GP when he stood-in for George Russell.

He qualified P18 (ahead of former World Champion Kimi Raikonnen) and finished P16.

2019

Jack made the switch to Campos Racing for the 2019 Formula Two season and

claimed a victory and a third place in Baku. He followed this up with podium finishes in

Barcelona and at Circuit Paul Ricard before taking victories at Silverstone and Monza.

Renault Sport Formula One made Jack its official Test Driver.



2017

During 2017, Jack competed in the GP3 Series with ART Grand Prix. With a

dominant race win in Hungary, pole positions in Barcelona and Hungary and

podiums in Austria, Britain, Belgium and Italy, Jack came close to winning the

Championship but ultimately finished the season as vice-champion. He tested

Formula One machinery for the first time in September, getting behind the

wheel of a Renault-powered E20 Formula One car at the Jerez Circuit in

Spain.
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2018

For 2018, Jack remained with ART Grand Prix but stepped up to the FIA Formula

Two Championship. He claimed his maiden victory in Spain. He was promoted

to a new test and development role with the Renault F1 team, and took part in

the in-season test at Barcelona, impressing again as he got the chance to show

his abilities in the Formula One car.



2012-2014

Jack’s single-seater career began in 2012 in the Dunlop Intersteps Championship with Fortec

Motorsport, where he finished third. His first taste of racing with Renault came a year later

when he claimed runner-up spot in the Formula Renault NEC series. 2014 saw Jack move up

to compete in the Formula Renault Eurocup, where he bagged one victory – at Hungary – on

his way to seventh in the championship.

2015

Jack’s breakthrough season came in 2015 as he scooped a hat-trick of junior championship

titles. He clinched the Formula Renault 2.0 Eurocup Series courtesy of eight podiums, five of

which were race victories. Jack also won the Formula Renault Alps Championship with

another four wins, capping the season by winning the Pro Mazda Winterfest crown in the

USA, earning him a prized spot with the Renault Sport Academy for 2016.
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2016

Jack began his maiden season with the Renault Sport Academy driving for Arden International

in the GP3 Series. Despite a difficult start to the year, adapting to the bigger cars and new

tyres, Jack finished the season in fifth place and was the driver to beat in the second half of the

season. During the final nine races, Jack only failed to finish on the podium just twice, taking

his first GP3 win at the famous Spa- Francorchamps circuit in Belgium.
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Social Audience

120,000 Instagram followers
10% engagement rate, vs 4% industry average

72,000 Twitter followers
3% engagement rate, vs 0.5% industry average

10,000 Youtube Subscribers
With 670,000 video views

35,000 Facebook Likes
54% in Korea

15,000 TikTok followers
With 600,000 views



The headline numbers – Sakhir GP Race Weekend

23,500

Average likes per 

instagram post.

Nicholas Latifi average: 

9600.

12.2million

Number of times 

Williams content has 

been shown to twitter 

users from Jack’s 

account.

10,300

Mentions Jack has 

received on twitter over 

the course of the race 

weekend.



External content.



External content - Social.



External content - Editorial.



External content - Television.

Sky Sports Interview
Post qualifying, Sakhir Race Weekend

(Please click here if the video doesn’t play)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xTNzLO0c_aY&feature=emb_title


External content - Social.

WTF1 Youtube
3,500,000 views

(Please click here if the video doesn’t play)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=37&v=A-QQ0z8yVVA&feature=emb_title


External content.

JA89 race post, 24,500 

likes

NL6 Race post 16,500 

likes



Augmented Reality Filter 

We launched an Instagram AR filter for 
the Bahrain weekend, allowing users to 
wear Jack’s helmet. This was posted on 
Jack’s story once.
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Formula One is the undisputed pinnacle of motorsport - a powerful

mix of excitement, glamour, technology and sophistication - and one

of the worlds’ most popular sports with an active fan base

consistently over 500 million.

The FIA Formula One World Championship usually consists of 22/23

races, held in at least 21 countries across 5 continents every year.

Historically Formula One has been predominantly European based

but today the geographical focus is much broader - the sport is

now present and growing strongly in strategically important

markets across Asia Pacific, Middle East and North & South

America.

Formula One provides global exposure all year round, every year –

no other sport is able to provide such consistently high levels of

coverage. Last year, Formula One produced over 48,900 hours of

content and reached a cumulative television audience of 1.5 billion.

It now strongly outperforms other major sports in the digital

arena including La Liga, NBA, PGA and the Premier League.

FIA Formula OneWorld Championship
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Nick King 

nick@fortheplayer.com

44 (0)7736 464420

Jackie de Havas

44 (0)7785 770 962

Jackie@havasagency.com

www.jackaitken.com

Twitter: @Jaitkenracer

Facebook: facebook.com/jaitkenracer

Instagram: jaitkenracer
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